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Customised CNC-controlled special purpose
machines completely based on the dimensions
and requirements of the customer.
We design and build G-code-controlled CNC machines under our own MeteCNC® trademark. These
machines are well-suited to a variety of industries. We select from Siemens SINUMERIK and Beckhoff
TwinCAT to ensure your company has the most suitable control system for your requirements. Every
feature of your machine, including its dimensions, can be tailored to the customer’s needs.

Take a look at our brochure and ask for a quote for a new machine,
or modifications to an existing one!

Remote-Controlled CNC Milling
Machine
A modular, compact CNC milling cutter with the
Siemens SINUMERIK 840D sl control system. In
addition to the cutter, it is equipped with a probe,
cutting saw and remote-controlled vices. A tool
magazine with seven tool holders is integrated into
the frame. The desk-based remote control and with
the handwheel controller guarantees the operator’s
safety. The machine’s modularity enables it to be
easily transported and installed in tight spaces

Technical information::
-

Vertical spindle, 3-axis
Dimensions (L x W x H): 1300 x 1000 x 1500 mm
Weight 1500 kg
Spindle power 8.5 kW, max. 24,000 rpm
Attachment requirements:
Electricity - three-phase/63A
Compressed air - 8 bar
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Customised CNC machines

Lathe and Reinforcing Machine for
Welding Discs
Automatically turns and reinforces copper discs used in
welding. The machine has a rigid structure, which ensures
the turning results are precise, and the contact surface will
provide an even consolidation. Easily transferable. From
the user interface you can select the degree of force the
disc will be rolled at and how much of the surface will be
turned. The copper disc will have a much longer life cycle,
thanks to its new clean, hard surface. You can use the disc
time and time again.

Technical information:
- Dimensions (L x W x H): 1213 x 1105 x 1580 mm
- Weight 800 kg
- Electrical connection requirements: three-phase/32A

Gantry
A modular milling machine that can be equipped
with multiple different spindle heads for different
needs. It can be controlled from a desk or a tablet.
An integrated tool magazine is included, so the
time it takes to change a tool is very limited.

Technical information:
- Dimensions (L x W x H): width is from 1 to 6 m,
theoretically length is unlimited
- 3- or 5-axis
- Spindle power 25 kW
- Electrical connection requirements:
three-phase/125A
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Customised CNC machines

CNC Milling Centre
A 3-axis milling centre with a vertical spindle and
back rail for milling and drilling aluminium and softer
materials. Automatic tool changer and a chip tray.
The power room is integrated into the frame, and
the centre can be transportable. Double doors and
a detachable dividing wall enable pendulum drives.
Attachable to a product management system.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x W x H) 5000 x 1200 x 2400 mm
Weight: 2200 kg
Movements: X 4000 mm, Y 500 mm, Z 500 mm
Tablet user interface
Remote access
Attachment requirements:
Electricity - three-phase/16A
Compressed air - 6 bar
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We provide milling machines, automation solutions
and special purpose machines with the features your
company needs. For production bottlenecks of any size.
MeteMAN® special purpose machines can be customised or maintained for the needs of a growing
company’s production line or unit, regardless of the field of industry. We will design, build and supply
a special purpose machine based on your company’s needs on a turnkey basis.

Take a look at our brochure and ask for a quote for a new machine,
or modifications to an existing one!

Assembly Press
An unmanned servo-mechanical accuracy press
initially connects two workpieces brought by two
robots, then it orientates collets and presses the
assembly in, and finally marks the assembly. The
machine is designed to be installed in a cage and to
be operated via touch-screen.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions: (L x W x H) 2100 x 960 x 1400 mm
Weight: 700 kg
Two servomotors with gears
Max. pressing force 65 kN
Electrical connection requirements:
three-phase/32A
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Special Purpose Machines

Profile Separator
This man-sized machine automatically separates
profiles from each other. The machine can be operated
by hand. It is covered on three sides, and in the
opening of the operating side, a safety light screen
guarantees the operator’s safety. The machine is
movable with a pallet jack..

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x W x H): 700 x 700 x 1700 mm
Weight: 230 kg
Speed of separation: 20 m/min
Start with one button, no need for set-up
Easily changeable tools
Electrical connection requirements:
single phase/16A

Punching Machine for Plastic Profiles
Equipped with an automatic magazine, this machine punches
and cuts plastic profiles and can be applied to other materials.
It is fast, quiet and small. Its servo-electrical punch substitutes
traditional eccentric and hydraulic punches. The servo-electric
punch maintains a standard speed through the punching
process, so the result of the punching is clean-cut and accurate.
You can program the length, pitch, number and angle of
punches of the material. In addition, the machine is equipped
with safety light screen/cage protection and touch screen.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x W x H): 5000 x 950 x 2850 mm
Weight: 670 kg
Nine servo drives
Profile’s input dpi 0.2 mm
An integrated power room
User-friendly user interface
Remote-controlled
Attachment requirements:
Electricity - three-phase/16A
Compressed air - 6 bar
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Special Purpose Machines

Tube Magazine and Feeder Machine
An automatic tube magazine that dismantles a bundle
of square tubes to the feeder machine. Being fully
automatic, it enables unmanned milling, accurate
and easy programming of piece size and rapid piece
production. The servo-powered feeder machine
minimises waste and leaves unused material up to 2
cm in length.

Technical information:
- Dimensions (L x W x H): 5000 x 850 x 1700 mm
- Weight: 300 kg
- Communication with the feeder machine
via digital I/O
- Attachment requirements:
Electricity - three-phase/16A
Compressed air - 6 bar

Side Belt Conveyor
Aluminium-framed side belt conveyor for the food
industry. The conveyor is suitable for cans with a width
of 50 – 300 mm, and the width adjustment is
manual. The electric motors and gears are made of
aluminium and the usual steel shafts. In addition,
the speed of the conveyor can be adjusted.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x S x K): 1360 x 1050 x 1020 mm
Weight: 65 kg
Electrical cabinet is made from stainless steel
Three-phase frequency changer
Electrical connection requirements:
three-phase/16A
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Special Purpose Machines

Circular Saw
A motor-driven circular saw for steel products.
Moving on rails, it can be used for different materials.
Execution possible even with a long working stroke.
Clearance-free feeding. Height adjustment from
70 to 200 mm.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x W x H): 7050 x 680 x 760 mm
Weight 600 kg
Cutting power 7.5 kW
Adjustable engine speed between
100 – 1200 rpm
- Electrical connection requirements:
three-phase/32A

Programmable
Heating Cabinet 96 kW
With this heating cabinet you can heat different destination
zones and guide blowers that will circulate the air. Heating
elements will be installed in the destination zone and the
desired temperature ramps can be selected from the touchscreen. The program is run automatically through the ramps.
The cabinet has three independently functioning heating
circuits that can be controlled from the first circuit’s control.
You can program the temperature’s rate of increase, the target
temperature and its holding time. You can operate the system
from a 17” touch-screen. The cabinet can be moved with a
pallet jack from every side.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x W x H): 1400 x 1000 x 2050 mm
Weight: 235 kg without cables
Resisting power 11 kW, 96 kW for the whole centre
Heating sensor: K-type thermos-element, mini connector
Data collection for USB stick
Electrical connection requirements: three-phase/160A
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Special Purpose Machines

Vulcanising Machine
The machine clamps the joints of two separate rubber
profiles together. There are four electrically heated
jaws, each with its own temperature regulator. With a
two-handed control and foot pedal, safety is ensured.
The control is implemented with Beckhoff’s TwinCAT
system and the new web-based TwinCAT HMI system
functions as the user interface. The machine features
height adjustment for two different tools, and height
adjustment up to 100 mm.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x W x H): 870 x 980 x 1040 mm
Weight: 350 kg
Easily replaceable tools
Tools of different sizes with adapters
Electrical connection requirements: single phase/16A

Plastic Film Stretching Machine
Designed to decrease the amount of plastic waste. With
this Machine Direction Orientation machine you can thin
the plastic film you use while increasing its strength
and its barrier features. It has two driving modes:
a ramp-up mode, in which the rollers rotate slowly
and with a small moment; and stretch mode, in which
the stretch ratio and driving speed are changeable.
Plastic film is stretched between different temperable
rollers, and their ratios are controlled with a user-friendly
user interface.

Technical information:
-

Dimensions (L x W x H): 2100 x 1750 x 2000 mm
Weight: 2000 kg
Adjustment of traction ratios
Speed, moment and temperature displays
Automatic web-break detection, sensitivity adjustment
Pneumatic drive nipple control
Data and error logging to a CSV file
Remote access
Electrical connection requirements: three-phase/80A
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Special Purpose Machines

Mould Maintenance Rack
Moulds with widths between 220 – 400 mm can
be serviced in this rack. A gas spring relief enables
moulds of up to 100 kg, and working height can
be adjusted according to the user. The rack has no
predefined constraints so it is possible to adjust
it to any position.

Technical information:
- Dimensions (L x W x H): 900 x 700 x 1150 mm
- Weight: 75 kg
- Working height: adjustable between 600 – 940 mm
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The full contents of our delivery of
special purpose machines:
Preplanning
Electrical wiring and mechanical design
		

Building and assembly

			

Electrical enclosure manufacturing

				

Installations

					

Coding

						

User interface

							

Testing and a trial run

							

User training

								

Documentation

Ask for the MetePRE® preplanning service when you need
a demanding machine solution!
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